
A Day in the Life of A Blue Gum Student (MM 1/4 = 100)
             

Alarm goes off, don’t wanna get up
But it’s Blue Gum, so toughen up!
Make my food, I’m feeling great
Then I realise it’s quarter past 8
Oh, no! I’m gonna be late!
So I gobble my food off my large plate.

Morning Focus at the start of the day
Do some work, but mostly chatting away
I pick up my pencil, I grab a pen
But then I realise it’s morning meeting by then
 
*Chorus*
Another day in the life of a blue gum student
We know that it’s right, so we get right to it.
Another day in the life, of a Blue Gum student
We know that it’s right, so we get right to it.
 
During this time, we talk for ages
But now its time for Explorations
Science, Literacy, Design and HaSS
Then some Maths where we use BODMAS
Explorations are the key
They help us know what we want to be
Writing it down, we’ve got a lot to say
“Make it quick, its due Thursday”

Break 

After Explorations we have morning tea
Some play basketball or climb a tree.
Time to chat and maybe eat some snacks
Gossip a bit and then just relax
Although it’s only half an hour
A break stops us from being sour.
All recharged, we go back inside
To continue our work with our brain inspired
 



*Chorus*

We go inside and sit on the couch,

So full of food that we cannot slouch 

In math they’ve got us learning scientific notation, 

In Hass we’ve been exploring Viking colonization

For literacy it’s all about nominalisation 

In science we’re rocking that egg drop flotation.

Coz high school got them high expectations

*chorus*

Now we know it’s time for lunch 

So we grab our hats and food, yeah it’s time to crunch

We crack a joke, we have a laugh, we tell a little riddle 

Coz now we’re feeling very glad the day is in the middle

The teachers come out and it's time to go in,

Read and relax is my favourite thing 

READ AND RELAX!!

*shhh beat*

Read and relax 

*shhh beat*

Read and relax

*shhh beat*



Read and relax 

*shhh beat*

We read a little novel, maybe a crime,

 trying to relax for this short time 

We listen to the teachers as they give us the instructions

“Everybody listening and stop the interruptions" 

* chorus*

Passion project, Italian and band, outdoor ed where we explore the land

Artyology is all about art,

paint a picture it's from the heart

Music, drama, a little bit of dance, don’t be embarrassed just give it a 
chance.

This is our opportunity for creativity to work with the specialists who 
come from our community.

Break

Wrapping up the day we say goodbye to our friends

Only five minutes till the day’s at an end 

Some us will go by bus some by car

Some us are living near and some are living far

But at the end of the day      we’re all the same.

And tomorrow.   we get      to do it all again.
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